Abstract-Cognitive radio is regarded as a key technique in the fifth generation communication system. We consider that the popular contents can be cached in cognitive mobile users who compose a cognitive Device-to-Device (D2D) network. Cached Contents in this network can be shared by cooperating with each other. Consequently, contents can be downloaded from local cache, cognitive D2D network or cellular network with different access cost. It has communication cost when accessing cellular networks, and time delay and cooperative cost when accessing cognitive D2D networks. To minimize the total cost of all the mobile users, we formulate an optimal content placement problem. This problem is hard to solve, and we proposed a suboptimal cache scheme, including cache placement and cache replacement. Our approach quantifies time delay cost by modeling the primary appearance as a continuous-time Markov chain. Numerical results show that our approach is lowcomplexity and implementable.
The contributions in this paper are as follows:  We consider cognitive radio in mobile communication system, where cache is introduced to decrease the users' communication cost. This framework can be an alternative implementation in the fifth generation.  We formulate the optimal caching problem to minimize the total cost of all the users. The cache capacity of every user is divided into duplicate and unique, and a distributed cache and replacement approach is proposed to maintain the content in the network.  To quantify time delay cost, we model the primary appearance as a continuous-time Markov chain. This access delay indicates the performance of cognitive D2D network.  We present the effect of the number of users, cache capacity, and time delay. Our approach can obtain the sub-optimal results in different scenarios
II. RELATED WORK
In traditional wireless network, cache is used to reduce the transmission delay and improve the user experience. In [9] , a cooperative caching method was proposed in social wireless networks, and they studied a case of Amazons Kindle electronic book delivery business to minimize electronic content provisioning cost. Energy consumption was considered in [10] , and they formulated the optimal caching problem to minimize the energy consumption of base station and relay points. In [11] , Zhao et al. designed and implemented a cooperative caching approach in wireless P2P networks. However, the available channels are time-varying due to the activities of primary user in cognitive radio networks. Existing caching techniques cannot be directly applied to cognitive radio networks.
Cognitive radio is a promising technical to support increasing user demands for rich multimedia contents in the fifth generation communication system. Some key challenges were presented in [12] - [14] . Caching is also an efficient method to improve the throughput of wireless communication system. In [15] , they cached the popular content in both core network and radio access network. The authors in [16] solved the cache placement problem in cognitive radio networks to minimize the total cost subject to delay constraint. Data replication techniques were proposed to improve data access performance in [17] , where they attempted to determine the optimal replication location for maximizing the average data retrieval probability. While in [18] , the authors were surprised to find that a very simple distributed caching policy, i.e., random cache, achieves the optimal scaling behavior in multi-hop wireless networks. However, few of previous work considered the cost which should be paid to the operation business for downloading contents through cellular networks. In this paper, we aim to minimize the total cost of all the users in D2D network.
III. COGNITIVE D2D NETWORK AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this section, we first present a cognitive device-todevice (D2D) network framework, where mobile users, i.e., secondary users, communicate with each other through dynamic spectrum access. Transmission in licensed bands will cause access delay due to the activities of primary users. Mobile users also have cache capacity to store popular content locally. Then we model primary user appearance as a continuous-time Markov chain and the popular content is modeled as Zipf distribution. After that, the cost of downloading a content from content server is formulated, and we present the problem of finding an optimal caching placement approach to minimize the user cost.
A. System Model
Assume a group of users gather physically with cognitive devices, i.e., each device can sense vacant licensed spectrum and use the available spectrum to communicate with other mobile devices. Besides, every device is set a certain cache capacity to store the frequently accessed contents. These users actively decide whether to cooperative in content sharing. If some of them are agreed to cooperate, they form a cognitive D2D network, as shown in Fig. 1 . Thus the cooperative users can fetch the requested contents either from cellular network or other cooperative users when local cache misses the contents. We consider D users in cognitive D2D network with equivalent cache capacity, and assume any two of them can establish D2D communication. To facilitate the cooperation, a user will obtain a rebate after it forwards a content to another user. The detail pricing model is presented in Subsection D, Section III. With caching popular contents in mobile devices (we consider the contents are time invariant so that content update is not a critical issue), the content access model becomes different from traditional communication system. When a user wants a content, it first looks up in local cache. If the content exists, the content will be directly used. Otherwise, this user will start and broadcast a request in the cognitive D2D network. After the request is received by other mobile users, each of which will match the content in their caches and return a replay to tell the requested user that the content can be disseminated from this address. Note that a user may receive several replays after starting the content request, and it chooses the earliest replay device as content provider. If D2D search also fails, the requested content must be downloaded through cellular network, which will lead to higher communication cost than D2D network. Let ij L P be the probability that user i finds the content j in local cache, ij D P be the probability that user i finds the content j in cognitive D2D network, and ij C P be the probability that user i downloads the content j from cellular network. According to the above access protocol, we have the following equation
B. Channel Occupation Model
As all the mobile devices are equipped with cognitive radio, they can opportunistically utilize the licensed spectrum. However, primary user will take over the spectrum bands even though secondary users are transmitting in those bands, which will degrade the transition efficiency of secondary user. We express this effect as time cost, i.e., the secondary transmission will raise a delay when primary transmission appears. Note that the time delay when transmitting at unlicensed channel is limited so that we do not consider it in this paper, i.e., contend in wireless network is universal and inevitable. To model the channel state, we use 1 or 0 to represent channel is busy or idle. Assume the channel busy time and channel idle time obeys exponential distribution with parameters λ and μ, respectively. It indicates that before the busy state transits into idle, the residence time of busy state is a stochastic variable which conforms to exponential distribution with parameter λ, and before the idle state transits into busy, the residence time of busy state is an exponential distribution stochastic variable with parameter μ. From the above, we have that the process is a continuous-time Markov chain with two states. Let ) (t P uv be the transition probability from state u to state v in t time. Assume the transition probability satisfies the regularity condition, i.e., the state will not change in an infinitesimal time interval. Then we have
and let Q be the transition rate matrix, i.e.,
According to the theory of Markovian stochastic process, the state transition probability matrix can be determined by Chapman-Kolmogorov equation and transition rate matrix. The transition probability is associated with a period of time t. When t → 0, the stationary distribution [19] is uniquely determined, i.e.,
. This shows that when the system tends to be stable, the probability of channel busy is to 0  , and the probability of channel idle is to 0  at any moment. Therefore, the average occupation time by primary user in a period t is 0 t  .
C. Content Distribution Model
It is noticed that users usually access the useful and interesting contents from massive information, which leads to some parts are more popular than the rest. Further study found that the access frequency of multimedia contents conforms to Zipf distribution [5, 20] . We divide these contents into M different ranks and the access frequency of i-th content is expressed as
where v ≥ 0 is a constant. As shown in Fig. 2 , the high ranked contents are accessed frequently, and when v approaches 1, the distribution is more uneven. For simplicity, let all the contents have the same size. It is worth mention that the number of contents is much greater than the number of users, i.e., MD  . 
D. Caching Placement Problem
As described above, a content can be found in three scenarios with different costs. 1) Local cache: it is totally free to get the content. 2) D2D network: it contains two costs, the one is time delay due to the activity of primary user, and the other is cooperative cost d V paid to the user who provides the content for cooperation. 3) Cellular network: a higher cost c V , we called communication cost, must be paid to the network operation business. Note that rational users are always selfish so that they would not cooperate without rebate. Instead, users would not fetch the contents from D2D network while the rebate is too high. Therefore,
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Assume every device has cached some contents at local storage in cognitive D2D network. Let G be the content distribution matrix, where dimension is defined as D×M. If content j is cached at the i-th device, then
. There are m licensed channels and n unlicensed channels, and the D2D communication randomly chooses one of them. As mentioned above, only communicate on licensed channels will generate time delay. Thus we use ε to indicate the communication channel, i.e., if a licensed channel is chosen, ε = 1, otherwise ε = 0. Then, we can calculate the total cost for the cognitive D2D network
where T is a stochastic variable that represents time delay when communicating at licensed channel. Since the time delay and traffic cost have different units, they cannot be added simply. We use ratio w to match the units and adjust the weight of time delay. Because each device has cache capacity limitation and contents have the same size, the number of contents that cached in the same device should not exceed C, where C is the uniform cache capacity size. We aim to minimize the total cost through finding out the optimal content storage placement in every cooperative device. Each device decides which contents should be cached to get the minimum total cost, i.e., min G total Problem 1. Given a set of cognitive D2D devices with same cache capacity, and a certain number of ranked popular contents, find an optimal caching placement scheme by determining which contents that each device should store to minimize the total cost of the cognitive D2D net-work.
This problem is difficult to solve, because the time complexity of listing all possible placements grows exponentially with the size of the input. A simple greedy approach can be tried, i.e., each device caches as many different contents with higher access frequency as the cache capacity allows. After the network trends to steady, every device caches content from 1 to C. It is easy seen that there is no cooperation so that too many duplicates exist in the network. The other extreme is fully cooperative which tries best to cache distinctly contents in the whole networks which needs cooperative between devices. The result is that every device caches different contents which cover the first content to CD-th content. Simulations show that both greedy and fully cooperative cannot achieve optimal cache replacement. In the following, we present a sub-optimal solution which outperforms the above approaches.
IV. HEURISTIC CONTENT PLACEMENT
To solve the problem, we relax some parameters as follows. Time delay T in objective function is a stochastic variable which can be replaced by its expectation. Assume the transmission time of a content is equal to t without primary user appearance. As describe in Subsection B, Section ш, the practical average transmission time is 
We use L P to represent the local hit rate, i.e., the probability that a content can be found in local cache. Let be the sum of k-th column of G which indicates the k-th content has k g duplicates in the network. Obviously, k gD  , k = 1, 2, … M, because one device caches two or more same contents is worthless. Then L P can be represented as
Let Z be the set of all the cached contents in cognitive D2D network. Note that Z does not contain the duplicates, i.e., the elements in Z are different with each other. Thus the probability that a content exists in this network is , where C P is the average probability that a content is not in local cache but in cognitive D2D network. Combine (1) and (8), the average probability D P that a content is not in cognitive network can be expressed as
Since 0 m and t is a constant, and w is fixed in advance,
  , then the user prefers to fetch the content from cellular network, i.e., each device caches the most popular contents is the best solution. While in our model, the cellular network is the last choice. Therefore, the following analysis is based on the assume that 1   .
As described above, the probability in (7) can be replaced by average probability. Let / U total D  be the average cost, as a result, minimize U is equal to minimize total cost. Then we will minimize U in the following. Using (1), (7), (8) and (9), U can be simplified as (10) To solve this problem, we should determine the only variable i g , i.e., every element in G, to obtain the minimum U. Similar to [9] , we divide the storage space into duplicate and unique. Let τ be the fraction of duplicate part, i.e., every device has τC capacity for duplicate contents. A duplicate part caches the contents that have more than one copies, while an unique part caches the contents that have only one copy in the whole network. For example, if there are five cognitive devices from A to E who form a cognitive D2D network. Assume C = 4 and τ = 0.5, a possible placement is shown in Fig. 3 . It is seen that twelve different contents are cached in the five devices, while content 1 and content 2 have a copy in all of them. Furthermore, the contents in these two parts have the following constraints. 1) According to the content access frequency, a content with lower access frequency will not appear in any parts, if the higher rank content is missing, i.e., when the content i is not in the network, the content j (j > i) will never appears. When content j is cached, we can always replace it with content i so that the average cost U of (10) will decrease. 2) Based the above constraint, a content should not be duplicated unless all the higher rank contents have duplicated. It can be inferred that if content j is a duplicate content, then all the devices must have cached content 1 to content j when the network is steady. If content k is the least duplicated content in cognitive D2D network, then content 1 to content k have a copy at all the devices, i.e., i gD  , 1 ≤ i ≤ k. Let L be the least popular content in the whole network, we have ()
only one copy at a certain device, i.e., 1
The rest content will not appear in this network, i.e., 0
As a result, we have the following distributed caching and replacement scheme. For a device starting with empty caching, it will request contents for user requirement. The contents may come from local cache, D2D network or cellular network. 1) If a content comes from cellular network, which means this content does not exist in D2D network, it will be compared with the least popular content of all the existing caching. This least popular content will be replaced when the rank of coming content is higher than it; otherwise the coming content will be stored in the unique part. 2) If a content comes from D2D network, which means there are at least two copies in the network after this content is cached, then the least ranked content will be replaced by the coming content when the rank of coming content is higher than it, or store the coming content in duplicate part. 3) If a content is found in local unique part, it will be used to replace the lower content in the duplicate part, e.g., a device has cached content 1, 2 and 4 in duplicate part, and content 3 in unique part, when content 3 is requested, it will be transferred to duplicate part by replacing content 4. The process is described in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Content caching and replacement scheme Input: An coming content M Assume the least popular content in entire cache is P and the least popular content in duplicate part is Q 1: if (M comes from cellular network) then 2:
if (rank(M) > rank(P)) then replace P with M 3:
else cache M in unique part 4: else 5:
if (rank(M) > rank(Q)) then replace Q with M 6:
else cache M in duplicate part
To determine the fraction τ, we define function   Replacing i y with (5), this function can be expressed as
where
can be simplified as (1 ) 1 (1 )
After the system becomes steady, each device's duplicate part caches the same contents which include the most popular τC contents. While in the unique part, every device caches different contents from content 1 C
. Therefore, L P can be calculated as duplicate part hit rate plus unique part hit rate, i.e.,
where we assume that the contents in unique part are uniformly distributed. Similarly, D P indicates the content is in other device's unique parts, i.e.,
Now, the average cost U can be rewritten with L P and (15) where L P and D P can be expanded by (13) and (14) . Given α, U is a function of the only independent variable τ. Thus we can compute the optimal τ for U, i.e., minimize U, by solving 0 U   . As described above, every device in D2D network individually determines the optimal τ, i.e., the cache space for duplicate and unique is fixed. Then they cache and replace the coming contents according to Algorithm 1. In this section, we present some numerical results to evaluate the performance of our proposed caching placement scheme. The non-cooperative caching approach and fully cooperative approach are used for comparison. We provide the baseline parameters in Table  І . When evaluating some factors, the others are fixed as Table І gives. Fig. 4 shows the impacts of time delay cost. As defined in (6) , w indicates the importance of delay cost. The w = 1, i.e., α = 0.1, represents that the cost of fetching a content from D2D network is relatively small to communication cost. It is easy seen that the smaller w leads to the lower average cost of each user. When w = 10, α is 1, i.e., the cost of fetch a content from D2D network is equal to cellular network. Therefore, the optimal τ is 1 as the green line with star shows. In this case, every device caches the same contents when the network becomes steady, i.e., D2D communication is unnecessary. According to Fig. 4 , the users can trade off communication cost and time delay. If they can endure long time wait, then they should choose a low w. Otherwise, a higher w is preferred. Fig. 5 shows that the user average cost varies along with the fraction of duplicate part. Different numbers of users have the same optimal fraction τ, i.e., τ does not change when adding some users to the network. The cost of each user decreases if the number of users increases. It is because a user has more chance to fetch the contents from D2D network with lower cost when more users join in cooperative caching. The impact of cache capacity is presented in Fig. 6 . We observe that the cache capacity has the same influence trend with the number of uses. The larger cache capacity is, the lower user cost is. Obviously, larger capacity can cache more popular contents, which means that users will have more chance to obtain the contents in local cache with free cost. On the other hand, the D2D network will covers more popular contents, i.e., less contents need to fetch from cellular network. We compare our cache scheme with non-cooperative and fully cooperative approaches. As described in Subsection D, Section Ш, the non-cooperative cache approach is greedy. Each device caches as many popular contents as cache capacity allows. The less popular contents will be replaced by higher ranked contents individually, and there is no cooperation between users in this approach. The fully cooperative cache approach is another extreme, i.e., each user only cache the contents that do not exist in D2D network. This approach neglects the local cache hit rate. From Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 , we can see that our scheme performs better than both noncooperative approach and fully cooperative approach. In Fig. 9 , the non-cooperative approach has the same cost when the number of users changes, because every device caches the same contents. It only depends on the cache capacity, as shown in Fig. 10 . The fully cooperative approach and our approach have similar cost reduction rate along with the increasing number of users. However, our approach reduces faster when the cache capacity increases. From the above analysis, our cache scheme has a better performance than cooperative and non-cooperative approaches. We obtain some valuable insights as follows.
The way to reduce the average cost of each user can be realized by increasing the number of users, increasing the cache capacity or choosing to wait for a long time, i.e., choosing a small w.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we consider caching placement problem in cognitive D2D network to minimize the total cost that involves communication cost, cooperative cost and delay cost. Primary user appearance is modeled as continuoustime Markov chain so that delay cost can be represented as expectation. Communication cost and cooperative cost are relaxed by average hit rate. To solve the optimal placement problem, we proposed a sub-optimal approach to place and replace popular contents in cognitive D2D network. We evaluate the performance in the aspect of the number of users, cache capacity, and time delay. The numerical results show our proposed scheme performs better in user average cost.
